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South African authorities are dealing with ongoing violence and looting across certain parts of the country, sparking calls for a State of Emergency to be put into effect.
Unrest in SA | Advice for sellers and buyers due to move to affected hot spots
GRI’s co-founder Basim Al-Ahmadi sat down via Zoom with Terence Szuplat, one of President Obama’s longest serving speechwriters.
The Power of Values: An interview with President Obama’s Speechwriter
My fiancé has left the conservative church she was raised in, but her parents are still members and remain steadfast in their belief that our relationship is sinful. They have made great progress in ...
Help! My Future In-Laws Believe Our Wedding Is “Sinful.”
June 30, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Recently, U.S. News and World Report ranked Lewis & Clark Law's Environmental, Natural Resources ... and professional values that they need to excel in a diverse ...
Lewis & Clark Law School's Top-Ranked Environmental Law Program Offers Advanced Degrees Online for Lawyers and Non-Lawyers
New research uncovers the fashion industry’s heavy reliance on plastic materials and greenwashing. The study found that 67% of garments from 12 leading European brands contain petroleum-derived ...
Time To Go Cold Turkey – New Report Explores Fashion’s Harmful Addiction To Fossil-Fuel Based Fabrics And Greenwashing
Bolaji Owansanoye, has declared that effective enforcement of the law ... values and ethics. (NAN) Do you get a good or bad response from your wife after making love? Discover a great natural ...
ICPC calls for strict law enforcement to tackle corruption
A top energy executive, whose firm is designing pro-gas talking points, has a seat at the table charting the state’s path to decarbonization.
The Council Implementing New York’s Climate Law Is Stacked With Industry Executives
The noted legal scholar Richard Epstein advocates a much smaller federal government, arguing that our over-regulated state gives too much discretion to ...
Design for Liberty: Private Property, Public Administration, and the Rule of Law
Qurate Retail, Inc. (“Qurate Retail”) (Nasdaq: QRTEA, QRTEB, QRTEP) today announced that David Rawlinson II will assume the role of President and ...
Qurate Retail, Inc. Announces David Rawlinson II as Next President and CEO
Never mind they have not yet brought legislation on the revision of the Natural Resource ... argue that religious values should not determine or influence what becomes law. That’s a silly ...
SN editorial supporting legalisation of same sex relations unfortunate
Fitch Ratings has assigned a 'AA-' rating to the following Borough of Naugatuck, CT certificates of participation ( ...
Fitch Rates Naugatuck, CT's $16MM Incineration COPs and $11MM Wastewater COPs 'AA-'
We fear leaders, laws and systems that deny our full humanity. We fear a culture that demeans us and the values we hold dear. We fear the damage we are doing to the natural world. Increasingly ...
How to resist the powerful forces trying to make us fear our fellow Americans
Modi did the same, describing India as a natural ally of the G7 and claiming that the values of democracy were ... One step he could take is to tell his law minister to drop the new internet ...
G7: A strong message on democratic values
the early 90s movement that sought to enact change through code and the laws of cryptography. This included experiments with early versions of digital money. So it was a natural fit for Wikileaks ...
Julian Assange’s Continued Imprisonment Is A Test For Bitcoin’s Values
She launched an initiative to connect law firm leaders with diverse lawyers ... which to us means understanding that relying on natural tendencies, even when coupled with good intentions, is ...
Law Firm Innovators 2021: Maria L.H. Lewis
“It was apparent that they were the natural choice to bring us to the next ... it’s a sense of shared human and professional values that made the creation of this incredible new tax law team possible, ...
GWBR joins forces with De Grandpré Chait to create expanded tax law group
Greg Abbott and the Republican-led Texas Legislature see Texas as a state to exploit for its natural resources and ... Chronicle provides a summation of laws passed by the 87th Legislature ...
Just-passed laws show decline of democracy
Ethics and Values said the National Assembly should amend the existing NBC law to include internet broadcast and all online media broadcast in the country. But stakeholders in the industry ...
Twitter: FG seeks powers to license, regulate internet broadcast, online media
Social values pricing rewards energy sources that are clean,” Barrett said. “That should have been a no-brainer.” The administration is working to put the law into effect. The 2022-2024 plan ...
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